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Volunteers get rid of Phragmites at the Sheelah
Dunn Dooley Sanctuary. Read more about the
outing on page 112. (Photo: Craig Cassar)
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From the Editor
Finding Inspiration in
New Perspectives
HAPPY NEW YEAR! I hope that your 2021 is off to a truly wonderful start. Like
many of you, I’m seeking fresh perspectives and new creative outlets this year,
to broaden my mind and shake off some of the heaviness of 2020.
I am particularly inspired by the wonderful photographs and stories sent by
members who shared with us how they connected with nature in the difficult
times of lockdown and separation from friends, family, and favourite outdoor
spaces. A heartfelt thank you to MARK COAKLEY, DEB COON-PETERSEN, DEENA
ERRAMPALLI, LOIS EVANS, DEBBIE GARBE, PHIL MOZEL, JUDITH PELLEY, GLENN
PETERSEN, CAROL SEYMOUR, and SHANE SIMON for sharing your photos and
experiences with us.
New outlooks often begin with education. There’s a lot to learn when LYN
HANNA-FOLKES takes us back to 1995 and the founding of the Hamilton FalconWatch, recounting what it’s like to climb great heights to preserve an endangered species. CRAIG CASSAR explores the highs and lows of the landscape at
the new Sheelah Dunn Dooley sanctuary, learning a lot along the way. CLARA
CHRISTOPHER writes about sustainable living and what we can learn from our
local environment if we open our minds and memories. BARRY COOMBS shows
us how taking second look—and getting a second opinion—can teach you a lot
when birding.
Our March issue will be all about spring migration and we’d love to know
the bird you’d most like to see this spring. Send us the name of the bird and a
sentence or two describing why it’s on your list and we’ll publish it in the March
2021 issue of The Wood Duck. Please send submissions by February 1, 2021 to
woodduck@hamiltonnature.org.
Happy adventuring!

Andrea MacLeod
Editor in Chief
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Hamilton
Hamilton Naturalists’
Naturalists’
News and Updates
Club

We Want Your
Feedback!
The HNC is exploring the options for returning to
in-person events at some point in the future. We want
to get an accurate understanding of your comfort level
with these options.
Let us know your thoughts! Take the survey at
www.surveymonkey.com/r/Q289GXT
PLEASE NOTE: Any HNC in-person event will follow
public health guidelines at all times.
Questions or comments? Email Rachel Jones, Field
Events Director, at events@hamiltonnature.org

Club

Status of Club Activities and
Sanctuaries
MONTHLY GENERAL MEETINGS are continuing to be held
online only. For the meeting link, visit our website:
hamiltonnature.org/activities/monthly-meetings
BIRD STUDY GROUP will continue to meet online only. For
the meeting link, visit our website:
hamiltonnature.org/birding/bird-study-group
IN-PERSON EVENTS remain on hold for the time being. Take
our survey to let us know your thoughts on attending in-person events in the future: surveymonkey.com/r/Q289GXT
SANCTUARY ACCESS is being assessed on an on-going basis.
For up-to-date information about any of the above, please
visit our website at hamiltonnature.org

Letter to the Editor
Send letters to the editor to woodduck@hamiltonnature.org
Hello Bill & Andrea,
I’m writing with regard to the Noteworthy Bird Records published in The Wood Duck. While I agree that they take up too much
room, they are also my favourite part of the magazine.
I wonder if it isn’t possible to split the difference: list just the names of the birds in the magazine, then have the details in an
online PDF. That way anyone who doesn’t have internet access can still at least see what birds are being spotted.
If the list is created using Microsoft Word, you can prepare it as normal with the bird name in bold font and the details in regular
font. Once the list is finalized, save it, then Save As a second version. Then in that second version do a find and replace — find any
text that is not bold and replace it with nothing. Then a second find and replace to find the colon and replace it with nothing. And
voilà, a list of just bird names.
Thanks for hearing me out, and for all you do for the magazine.
Regards,
Christina Babcock
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Species of the Month:
Common Duckweed (Lemna minor) and
Spotted Touch-Me-Not (Impatiens capensis)
COMMON DUCKWEED
Identification: Single, flat oval leaf, at most 0.6 cm long.
Float on or just below water surface in dense mats. Flowering and fruiting are not often observed. Also known as
water lentils, water lenses, bayroot.
Habitat: Still-moving ponds, lakes, and swamps.
Reproduction: Asexual budding. Duckweed is fast-growing, doubling its mass in 16 hours to two days.
SPOTTED TOUCH-ME-NOT
Identification: Orange flowers with reddish-brown spots.
Explosive seed dispersal when seed pods are touched.
Blooms in late spring to early autumn. Annual. Grows in
dense stands. Also known as orange jewelweed, common
jewelweed, spotted jewelweed, orange balsam.

BRUCE MACKENZIE

Native Habitat: Shaded wetlands in moist soil, typically
clay, loam, or sand.
Canadian Native Range: Saskatchewan to Newfoundland.
The Photo: Bruce Mackenzie took this photo at a beaver
pond at Fifty Point Conservation Area.

On the Cover:
Snowflakes
The Photo: Mike MacLeod took this photo in Conestogo,
Ontario.
MIKE MACLEOD

Have a suggestion for a cover shot? Let us know at
woodduck@hamiltonnature.org
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Rick Folkes removes a Peregrine Falcon chick from a backpack at the Sheraton Hamilton Hotel on May 21, 199914. Author Lyn Hanna-Folkes keeps
newspaper clippings like this one showing her husband climbing with the Hamilton FalconWatch. (Photo of clipping: Lyn Hanna-Folkes)

A Climber’s Perspective
Recounting the early years of the Hamilton FalconWatch
by LYN HANNA-FOLKES with information from RICK FOLKES

IN EARLY 1995, Environment Canada’s Canadian Wildlife
Service (CWS) asked the Hamilton Naturalists’ Club (HNC)
to help save the endangered Peregrine falcon species in eastern
North America, by boosting its population in southern Ontario10,16. And so, with enthusiasm, the HNC’s Hamilton FalconWatch was born! This would quickly become a joint effort
between the CWS, the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
(OMNR), the HNC, and the Hamilton Sheraton Hotel Manager, Craig Shaver10.
The population of breeding Falco peregrinus anatum in eastern North America was stable until World War II, when they
were hunted to protect homing pigeons1. Later, a more serious
decline in Canada’s Peregrine population was found to be the
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result of an accumulation of toxic chemicals in the environment,
which caused reproductive failure in top-predator bird species1,6,9,11,12. By 1970, there were no breeding pairs left in eastern
North America1,8 and in 1975 Peregrine falcons were considered
extirpated from Ontario12.
Luckily, a CWS biologist’s warnings moved international experts to coordinate a recovery, and in the early 1970s the CWS
began raising captive-bred chicks in an effort to repopulate wilderness areas across Canada2,20. Although the survival rate of
Peregrine chicks is low,15 they can mature and survive in the wild
independently11,20 and it was also helpful that DDT was banned
in the 1970s15,20.
By 1988, wild nests were sighted again in northern Ontar-

io locations like Algonquin Park12,20 and urban release sites had
gained more serious consideration1,8,16,20. In the 1980s, captive-bred chicks were being released from tall buildings in places
like Toronto18,20 and Waterloo, Ontario21 and although hopes remained high, there was still no evidence of naturally breeding P.
f. anatum in the province15.
An improved monitoring effort revealed that over a dozen
released CWS birds were breeding in the wild in 1990, and the
number of captive-bred releases was continually increasing at
both natural and urban sites1,8. Banding the chicks was necessary
to evaluate their release success and a strong monitoring program would also provide an early warning system for any future
threats to Peregrines2.
HAMILTON SUCCESS IN 1995!
In 1995, P. f. anatum began moving into urban areas of southern Ontario. That April a pair showed up in Hamilton and laid
eggs on an 18th-floor window ledge of the Sheraton Hotel on
King Street West2,12. This became the first successful P. f. anatum
nest in southern Ontario in over 40 years12,8,2,9 and the 1995
Hamilton FalconWatch became an extraordinarily important
prospect for the many volunteers involved!
Perhaps the FalconWatch volunteer position most difficult
to fill is that of the climber. And the HNC found themselves
in need of “a person both qualified and willing to rappel off a
19-story downtown hotel, and handle fragile peregrine falcon
chicks on a narrow ledge while their screaming parents attacked.” Oddly enough, this was a job description that my husband found difficult to refuse! He has always defined the quality
of our adventures, in part, by the level of risk involved. I didn’t
know then that I, too, would become part of the 1995 FalconWatch rock-climbing team!
My husband, Rick Folkes, is a local contractor who took his
first rock-climbing lesson from his climbing partner, John Millar
of Mississauga. By 1995, Rick and John had climbed together in
various U.S. states and I joined them on more local trips. We all
took proper lessons, were cautious, and enjoyed the challenge
the sport provides. Although cliffs and buildings are similar, it
does take special courage to rappel off the top of a high vertical man-made structure. Rick’s casual daring attitude grew from
the age of twelve, when he started as an employee in his family’s small construction business. Practical problem-solving skills
were quickly developed, as balancing on second-storey rafters or
re-shingling a steep church roof were just part of the work day.
And so, on the sunny morning of July 7, 1995, during an elevator ride to the top of the Sheraton Hotel, an unidentified reporter asked how Rick was feeling about the climb off the hotel
roof. Smiling, Rick exclaimed, “I’m pumped, totally pumped.”

And after that quote made it into the Hamilton Spectator, Are you
totally pumped Rick? became a very popular jest from friends!
Only the climbing team and one reporter were welcomed at the
19th floor, where we met Wainwright and Alberta, two young P. f.
anatum chicks named after their breeding facility location10. Our
job involved examining the nest, removing any wild chicks for
banding, and then returning all chicks back to the nest safely. By
adding two adoptee chicks to this nest site, the 1995 Hamilton
FalconWatch also became Ontario’s first attempt at wild fostering of captive-bred chicks—another milestone in the Peregrine
recovery process!2,8,9
The chicks had just arrived from out West and no time could
be wasted in introducing them to their foster parents. Bruce
Duncan (Regional Ecologist, Hamilton Region Conservation
Authority) signalled us to proceed and it took about fifteen minutes to set up our climbing gear. Two separate 160-foot climbing
ropes were secured to different metal structures that were bolted
to the roof—these would secure Rick during a possible fall or
injury. Regular climbing ropes have some stretch to them, so the
OMNR later provided us with a stronger static line for added
safety. A third rope held me as I stood at the edge of the roof to
maneuver the bag carrying the chicks. The chick’s transport bag
was secured by a smaller rope and, lastly, John was connected to
the rope system so that he would not be pulled off the roof by
Rick’s weight should a mishap occur. If anything went wrong,
John was ready to catch Rick, myself, and the chicks at a moment’s notice. Rick reminded reporters that John had the most
important job on our team7.
On John’s “OK”, Rick positioned himself on the edge of the
roof above the nest ledge, noted the glass-covered restaurant below, and carefully stepped off the roof with John’s support. On
every surrounding roof top there was an uncomfortable number
of camera-holding tripods aimed at us, and Rick joked about resisting an inappropriate scratch. He quietly scaled down the 40foot wall to the nest ledge and requested enough rope slack that
he could look deep into the eyrie.
In the nest, he discovered a lone chick, later dubbed Hamilton, so only one of two known nest eggs had hatched successfully. Rick was able to get hold of the chick “by letting it grab his
finger”10. He carefully put the chick in the transfer bag, which I
moved to the banding team. While Hamilton was sexed (male),
examined for health, and banded, Rick waited quietly on the
empty ledge.
The large agitated female falcon aggressively defended her
nest. Peregrine falcons typically dive at nest intruders and the
calls of this female grew more fierce as she continued flying past,
once coming only a few inches from Rick’s head1. Bruce had instructed us to draw enormous black eyes on the back of Rick’s
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helmet so he looked more intimidating to the falcons.
As Rick waited on the ledge for the banding to be
completed, I had to take further steps to scare off the
falcons and keep Rick safe. As Bruce had instructed, I
aggressively flapped my arms to imitate a larger bird.
Maybe the falcons sensed that I was trying to protect
my family, too, and thankfully no one was harmed.
As Rick looked for evidence of the chicks’ diet, the
mother falcon finally settled nearby and watched “in
ruffled silence.”10 Rick decided that “banded pigeon”
must be the chicks favourite meal after finding a hefty
pile of pigeon bands in the nest. Then, when banding
was complete, Hamilton was put back in the transfer
bag with the two banded adoptees. I moved the chicks
back to Rick who swiftly placed the three little birds in
the nest. He said they immediately melded “into one
big white fluffy ball” at the back of the window ledge
and at that moment, Rick’s concentrated expression
melted into a smile.
We all exited the roof quickly because it was critical for the new falcon family to become acquainted
now. Bruce tossed Rick a rope so he could swing horizontally from the nest to the banding location. After
a puzzled look from the mother on inspection of the
three newly banded chicks8, the parent falcons quickly
began feeding their new cohort. Ted Armstrong (head
of MNR’s Peregrine Recovery Program) had expected
this, stating that, “Adults bond well with new additions
to an existing clutch”9. Dozens of Club and community volunteers helped to care for the birds and monitor
their progress until the chicks successfully fledged and
then migrated south for the winter12.
RISKY TORONTO
After a successful 1995 Hamilton FalconWatch, Rick
and John were asked to help OMNR band some falAnother clipping from Lyn Hanna-Folkes’ collection: Rick Folkes in the Niagara
con chicks from a nest site in Toronto. They were told
Gorge on June 22, 19987.
the situation was similar, however it proved far more
dangerous! In fact Peter Ewins, a CWS biologist, assumed that the wall to gather enough momentum to swing into a deep
fostering attempts would not occur in Toronto “because the nest alcove where the nest was located. This was a safe position for
is too difficult to reach” and said, “the physical climbing down the birds but not for a climber, who requires a lot of slack in
to the ledge is a hairy thing”9. Rick and John still agreed to try. his safety line to reach the chicks. To John’s great relief, Rick
No media were involved and when asked to sign a waiver, the managed to retrieve the two chicks for banding and return to
climbers quickly declined. They were often the only unpaid par- the rooftop safely.
To exit this nest site, Rick had to swing away from the building
ticipants in the banding process already, and were definitely the
and start his ascent as he dangled in mid-air, fifteen stories above
only ones risking their lives at these events.
John began belaying Rick down several floors on the back of a concrete sidewalk! While John held on from above, Rick used
a tall building on a quiet street, and then Rick had to push off special gripping tools, called jumars, to manually move himself
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slowly up the rope. Many excited observers watched the daring
feat from windows of an adjacent office building, but afterwards
we all agreed that this would remain a one-time performance!
ON THE PATH TO RECOVERY
Improved monitoring in 1995 revealed at least ten successful
Peregrine nests in Ontario plus three possible nesting pairs8,9,
which prompted the CWS to announce that Peregrine falcons
were making a “definite recovery” in Ontario17. Particularly significant was the first successful nesting of Peregrine falcons in
Toronto and Hamilton, which proved that endangered species
can survive in cities8.
Rick and John continued to climb for the Hamilton FalconWatch until 2000, with exceptions in 1996 when the nesting attempt sadly failed3, and again in 1997 when it was discovered
that the chicks were too old to band22. By 1997, over 500 captive-bred falcons had been released in Ontario6, twenty known
nests occurred in the province, and Hamilton was one of four
cities accommodating wild pairs of breeding Falco peregrinus
anatum22. Hamilton FalconWatch volunteers continued to be
rewarded by the fledging of wild and/or fostered chicks in 1998,
1999, and 2000 from the Sheraton Hotel.
On May 25, 1998, John and Rick returned to the Hamilton
Sheraton Hotel for the FalconWatch banding process—and
it was the fourth consecutive year that Peregrines returned to
nest19. This time the female falcon expressed her displeasure
with the intrusion by hitting Rick in the helmet19. Rick Hughes
of the Hamilton Spectator wrote that this “operation required
willful disregard for the angry swoops and dives of the mother”13. Testing revealed no signs of pesticide contamination in the
four healthy chicks, and the locations of urban Peregrine nests in
southern Ontario continued to expand19, 13.
NIAGARA FALLS
That same year, the OMNR asked Rick and John for help at the
first natural cliff nest in southern Ontario, where wild Peregrines had produced their own offspring6. On June 22, 1998, the
climbers examined the nest located six meters down into the
Niagara gorge. The meter-wide ledge leaned slightly towards
the Niagara River and mist from the Falls made the ledge slippery6,7. The loud river below made communicating difficult and
John had to use old guard rails to secure Rick for his descent
as well. So even though Rick modestly told reporters, “It’s not
actually that dangerous,”6 it wasn’t an ideal situation either.
At least Rick’s concern about spooking a chick off the ledge
dissolved when the chicks simply laid there trying to bite him.
OMNR staff did the banding in a building across the Niagara
Parkway while Rick waited for half an hour in the noisy gorge.

“The parents buzzed and screeched overhead” constantly6,7.
Rick said he had a striking view of the Falls, and the natural
location made this his favourite falcon-banding experience.
John told reporters the work was “rewarding” and he and Rick
“were glad to help out with what they considered a worthwhile
scientific endeavour”6.
In 1999, three of four eggs in Hamilton’s Sheraton Hotel nest
disappeared, so two captive-bred chicks were added to the nest.
This was just the second attempted chick adoption by wild falcon
parents in Ontario—the first taking place at the same location in
1995. Successful fledging followed after the Dad falcon quickly brought a pigeon for the Mom, Toledo, to feed the hungry
chicks14.
THE FINISH LINE
Between 1995 and 2000, Rick received letters of thanks from
Environment Canada, CWS, OMNR, and the Canadian Peregrine Foundation for his dedication towards the conservation of
the endangered species Falco peregrinus anatum. By 2000, there
were nest sites in nine different southern Ontario cities, and in
Niagara a second wild pair was staking territory4. The recovery’s
success is also evident in the changing status of Falco peregrinus
anatum in Canada over the past 40 years. This Peregrine subspecies was downgraded by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) from Endangered in
the 1970s to Special Concern in 2007 and, finally, Not at Risk in
20175.
In 2001, Rick was forced to decline volunteering for the
Hamilton FalconWatch because he was in the middle of putting
walls up on a residential second-storey. Being self-employed and
receiving very short notice of when the climbing team was needed each spring, an eventual conflict was inevitable. We had also
recently welcomed our second child and were ready for a new set
of risky adventures with our own babies!
There remain important lessons to heed from this wellplanned recovery of an endangered species. Although this article mainly focuses on efforts in Ontario, Peregrine falcons
would not have been saved from extinction without “sound biology, combined with vision, dedication and international cooperation”2. The Falco peregrinus anatum recovery is evidence
that when people work together across all types of boundaries,
valuable work can be accomplished. So, if the disaster of concern
were a pandemic or a climate crisis and the creatures in danger were Homo sapiens, perhaps a similar recipe could help turn
things around?
For the references list, visit: hamiltonnature.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/12/References_AClimbersPerspective.pdf
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PHOTO ESSAY

Connecting with Nature in
Tumultuous Times
THROUGHOUT 2020, WE found new ways to appreciate the great outdoors, often from a window, backyard, or computer screen. Last
year, we invited members to send us photos and stories that captured how they connected with nature when they weren’t able to go
very far from home. We were so excited and inspired by what we received. As these photos and experiences show, nature can help us
through difficult times in many ways. Thank you to everyone who contributed to this photo essay!
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SHANE SIMON

SHANE SIMON

SHANE SIMON

This year has been a tough one, but it taught me to value my time outdoors even more. Through this new philosophical lens and my new
telescopic lens, I was able to take a closer look at the wildlife in my
own backyard. Cardinal and Downy were taken at Princess Point, and
the Chickadee was taken at Spencer Creek. — Shane Simon

This year with the help of Ducks Unlimited we set up two Wood Duck
nest boxes. Both nest boxes were
successful. We set out several trail/
bush cameras and captured this
photo of mother Wood Duck and
her babes travelling between the
pond and the Twenty Mile creek.
We like to use trail/bush cameras to
catch nature undisturbed.

We set out a trail/bush camera at one of our
ponds and found these two photos interesting.
One is at sunset and the other is at night at the
same pond. We saw Wood Ducks landing in the
pond at sunset and thought they would rest and
sleep. However, the night photo shows them being quite active. The camera has infrared flash so
as to not disturb them at night. You can see by
the eyes in the night photo that there are quite
a few ducks. The day photo we included so that
you can see what the pond looks like in the daylight. We like to use trail/bush cameras because
they catch nature undisturbed. It’s amazing to see
what goes on when you aren’t there. If you want
to see what happens around your property get a
bush/trail camera. We have experimented with
a few cameras. This camera is 20 MP and takes
1080p video, which is also fun.
—Glenn Petersen & Deb Coon-Petersen

G. PETERSEN & D. COON-PETERSEN

G. PETERSEN & D. COON-PETERSEN

G. PETERSEN & D. COON-PETERSEN

—Glenn Petersen & Deb Coon-Petersen
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CAROL SEYMOUR

Surviving in a perfect storm (first year in
Hamilton, taking care of 89 yr. old mother, no
car, and no time to make friends due to the
pandemic) has been challenging. Fortunately, sometimes the universe gives you a small
break in the clouds in which to shelter; in this
case, the White Chapel Cemetery across the
street. This extensive green space backs up
against the Escarpment with a narrow band
of woods along two sides and a man-made
pond the size of a large puddle in the middle.
Honestly, I didn’t think I’d see much nature in this formal landscape but one should
never assume. I don’t have enough room here
to list them all but here are the species numbers: eight birds, including both a juvenile
Spotted Sandpiper and Great Blue Heron, 11
butterflies, including 15+ Peck’s Skippers and
14 dragonflies, including this male Eastern
Amberwing I was lucky enough to spot and
photograph. So always expect the unexpected
when it comes to nature. — Carol Seymour

MARK COAKLEY

MARK COAKLEY

Both pictures were taken during the COVID summer
of 2020.
The green wasp picture was taken in our pollinator-friendly back garden in West Hamilton this summer. A tiny, brief moment of beauty.
The daddy longlegs picture was taken in our pollinator-friendly front garden in West Hamilton this fall.
A tiny hunter on the prowl for prey. — Mark Coakley
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Black Swallowtail in Dundas in July 2020

DEBBIE GARBE

Having witnessed a Black Swallowtail laying
eggs on a fennel plant in our kitchen garden,
I was privileged to be able to follow the full
metamorphosis of this beautiful butterfly!
—Debbie Garbe

DEBBIE GARBE

Hummingbird Clearwing Moth at the Royal Botanical
Gardens, Arboretum in August 2020
There were so many wonders to see once the RBG trails
and gardens opened up this summer. —Debbie Garbe

PHIL MOZEL

Birding has been a lifesaver
during the general lockdown in
2020. Birds are definitely therapeutic especially when one
sees them apparently thriving
by raising their young, as is the
case with these barn swallows.
They were spotted in Oakville
in June. —Phil Mozel
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JUDITH PELLEY

ILLUSTRATION © LIZ GOODRICK-DILLON

In December 2019, I found the perfect
Christmas card to announce to family and friends that in 2020 I would be
travelling across Canada in search of
the animals on the Christmas card.
My first sightings were of a Raccoon, Cotton Tail, and Cardinal on January 8th at 50 Point Conservation Area.
By March the rumbles of COVID-19
were getting stronger, and I began to
fear my road trip might be in danger
of cancellation. In April as we were in
lockdown, I used to walk at 6 a.m., just
laps in the park in front of my home. It
was then I found we had a neighbourhood fox who kindly posed for me one
day. Yippee, another sighting!
Even though the trip was cancelled,
I still found all the animals on my card
in Ontario by October 16, 2020. For me
nature and photography have helped
me cope in 2020 in so many ways.
— Judith Pelley

HOUSE FINCH FAMILY STORY
Taken May 28, 2020 in Grimsby, Ontario

DEENA ERRAMPALLI

I was so thrilled that the whole House Finch family in our
backyard garden could fit in one frame. The baby birds with
white fluffy down on their heads and open mouths asking
Papa for food. Mama bird is wondering what Papa bird is going do. Papa bird’s expression, did I sign up for this?
—Deena Errampalli

DEENA ERRAMPALLI

SWANS AND MORE
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Taken September 24, 2020 at Grimsby Wetlands, Ontario
A hike at the Grimsby Wetlands and watching
water birds is always very relaxing.
—Deena Errampalli

Since I couldn’t get to my usual haunts during spring migration, I decided to keep a daily
record of the birds seen in or from my own property (flyovers included). Although I live in
central Hamilton, my property abuts the eastern boundary of Gage Park and over the years
the fenceline has always been “birdy” especially during migration.
No food was provided but I made sure the birdbath was always full. Sixty-eight species
were observed between 7 April and 25 May.
Some highlights included:
–– fifteen species of warblers including my first “yard” Mourning Warbler
–– a first spring Orchard Oriole at the birdbath
–– a big influx of catharus thrushes which lingered much longer than most years
–– as many as five Rose-breasted Grosbeaks at one time over a period of eleven days
–– a Northern Raven being harassed by an American Crow
–– a male Tennessee Warbler which foraged in my flowering almond bush several times a day
for five consecutive days.
Lois Evans
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1. Descending to the stream.
2. Heading northwest up the ravine.
3. An abandoned apiary.
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6
4. An old sewing machine.
5. Part of the eclectic collection of tires.
6. Golden Reishi (Ganoderma curtisii)

7
7. Turkey-tail (Trametes versicolor)
All photos were taken by Craig Cassar.

An Outing at the Sheelah Dunn
Dooley Nature Sanctuary
by CRAIG CASSAR

ON A GLORIOUS Saturday morning in early November, Land
Trust Manager, Jen Baker, led a small group of hearty HNC
members on a two-hour tour of the Club’s newest land acquisition, the Sheelah Dunn Dooley Nature Sanctuary in West Burlington, which was purchased in February 2020. Rubber boots
were recommended since we’d be trekking through a stream
and this excursion promised to be unlike any other HNC outing
that we might have been a part of in the past.
We accessed the 53-acre property from Hillsdale Avenue
near the intersection of Plains Road West and York Boulevard.
The roadside property actually belongs to the Ministry of Infrastructure, but in just a couple of minutes, we had made our way
onto sanctuary land. The first section of our adventure left no
doubt that this would be a challenging, but rewarding, morning:
we all stared down into a steep ravine! Step one was to carefully
scamper, slip, and slide the long descent to the stream below.
Once we had all demonstrated our full commitment to the
morning’s adventure by reaching the bottom, Jen explained
that we were gathered in a former stand of invasive Phragmites.
Over the past many weeks, Sheelah Dunn Dooley herself and
a group of McMaster student volunteers—with direction from
fellow HNC member (and Phragmites nemesis) Dana Boyter—
had cut down the tall bamboo-like plants as the first step in
eradicating them from the sanctuary. Our impromptu assignment was to do our best impression of traditional winemakers
stomping grapes and crush all the remaining stumps so as to
further impede any regrowth in the spring.
With our brief work assignment complete, we headed northwest up the ravine. There are no trails down here (and there
likely never will be), so we made our way through the rugged
landscape crossing the stream and climbing over and under fallen trees, always searching for the path of least resistance. The
ravine is roughly 15 to 20 metres deep and it wrapped us in a
natural embrace, shutting out all the sights and sounds of the
suburban world above. We meandered upstream for roughly 1.5
kilometres with open forest of maple, oak, beech, and hemlock
filtering the welcomed autumn heat through the last vestiges of
the summer’s leaves.

Beyond the stunning beauty of the area, our hike offered up
interesting discoveries—some natural, and many left for us by
humans from decades past. As Jen referred to it, the first section
of the ravine is somewhat human-influenced due to the quantity of much oversized trash. We encountered no less than three
car wrecks (two of which were in surprisingly decent condition
for those of us who were interested in inspecting them closely);
pieces of an old sewing machine; sink basins; an eclectic collection of automobile tires; and even a motorcycle.
A couple of the natural items were not as easy to identify, but
with the help of iNaturalist we were able to name two polypores:
turkey-tail (Trametes versicolor) and golden reishi (Ganoderma
curtisii). If any other members choose to visit the property, we
encourage you to use iNaturalist to identify the flora and fauna
you come across so that we can develop an inventory of the area.
It was also around this point that a few of us were curious if the
stream we were walking along had a name. Some quick searches
on our phones didn’t reveal any answers, nor has my research
since then. If anyone has any insight, please let us know. Otherwise, maybe the HNC will have to name it!
After a challenging climb back up the slope, we followed
a trail southeast through the uplands portion of the property
heading back to where we began. This landscape is completely
different from the ravine and has much open area with lots of
varied vegetation including goldenrod, dogwood, the odd mature oak tree, and, unfortunately, lots of invasive species such as
Buckthorn and Multiflora Rose.
Jen has wasted no time and already has efforts in place to
deal with these unwanted trees and bushes. Each Monday, students from McMaster University are on-site pulling the pervasive buckthorn and a separate group from Niagara College are
working on an invasive management plan. That is all encouraging, but what might be the most fascinating tactic up Jen’s sleeve
is her plan to hire much less educated help for the summer of
2021. She is working on a plan to bring some hungry goats onsite several days a week. This natural solution is dependent on
fundraising, but the idea is that the goats will be left to roam in
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Fungi are a potential source for biotechnology involving decontamination. (Photo: Tamas Kolossa on Unsplash)

Sustainable Living in the New
Year: An Act of Remembering
by CLARA CHRISTOPHER

LAST YEAR, THE global pandemic flipped a switch in the
economy: e-commerce tech giants boomed with business,
while small storefronts boarded up their windows. The face of
our environment changed, too. In the beginning, we saw bluer
skies. A year later, we’re seeing grounds mottled with synthetic
blue masks.
Understanding the pandemic’s long-term toll on our environment is challenging—and pre-emptive; the effects of this
global crisis may be seen for years to come. So, we should consider how our personal priorities have been affected. It’s likely
that, with greater pressure to protect our jobs and public health,
we’ve deprioritized environmental needs.
Perhaps, in this new year, we can use what we’ve learned from
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the pandemic to confront another shared existential threat—
that is, our sundered relationship with the natural world.
SHIFT YOUR PERSPECTIVE
When you set out to harvest your own food, sustained effort
and patience are required. Reaping the fruit of your labor then
begets gratitude. For many years, Native Americans understood
this to be the natural life cycle: harvest nature’s gifts, and then
express gratitude.
In her book Braiding Sweetgrass, Native American author
and scientist Robin Wall Kimmerer articulates a set of principles
from the Honorable Harvest canon, “a covenant of reciprocity
between humans and the land.” According to these principles,

LEARN ABOUT WHERE YOU LIVE
The Niagara Escarpment is the happy accident of geological
forces that started around 450 million years ago. Colliding
plates in the Earth’s crust forged a
long mountain range, today known
as the Appalachian Mountains.
For millions of years, erosion and
deposition whittled away at these
mountains, sculpting a younger
brother, the Niagara Escarpment.
In 1959, two Ontarians envisioned
a footpath that would span the entire length of the Niagara Escarpment, from St. Catharines all the
way to Tobermory. Between 1962
and 1966, this vision became a reality, and clubs were designated to each section of the trail. The trail opened in 1967 and since
then has doubled in length. We all know it as the Bruce Trail.2
When we embellish our home with a history and names, we
train ourselves to see our surroundings anew. Many of us have

had the experience of learning a new word and then suddenly finding that it’s on signs and in conversations everywhere.
Learning history and names is one way to construct meaning
within your home. Another way is to simply observe, exercising
your ability to perceive local nature as it is, without prejudgment. Open yourself up to its mysteries—whether scientific,
artistic, or philosophical—and allow yourself to wonder about
them. If you hold yourself open, what you’re observing will reveal itself to you in various potential ways. This kind of attunement is the first act of care. As Kimmerer says, “The circle of
ecological compassion we feel is enlarged by direct experience
of the living world, and shrunken by its lack.” Experience the
living world in your home directly, and you’ll awaken to all that
there is to love and care for.
THINK LOCAL
The fact that the average meal travels 1,200 kilometres may be difficult to acknowledge or understand. Food transport alone makes
up 11% of total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions related to food
production. On top of that, a 2011 report by the Swedish Institute for Food and Biotechnology estimates that 33% of all edible
food is lost or wasted each year. This waste can happen anywhere
between agricultural production and the point of consumption.3
Clearly, the majority of the responsibility for food loss and
waste is in the hands of those who grow, produce, and deliver
food. Companies who handle large-scale food production may
deserve the aspersions cast against them for their unethical handling of livestock and produce, but you can still do your part as
a consumer. Start by donating to food drives in your local area.
You’ll help people in need and you’ll reduce needless waste.
Next, support your local farms and food businesses. At a smaller
scale, you’re supporting people who
personally care about what they’re
selling. You’re also more likely to
be buying products that don’t have
1,200 food kilometers tagged onto
them. This way, you have fresher
food, and your community and local environment thrive.
CLARA CHRISTOPHER

we should live to “sustain the ones that sustain [us].”1
In a practical sense, this means harvesting only what is
necessary, doing so in a humane manner, and expressing our
gratitude for these gifts. But the Honorable Harvest principles
aren’t only practical or utilitarian: they’re ethically grounded in
the belief that the natural world is made up of living beings,
not objects. To treat non-human subjects as objects would then
be a catastrophic category error because it would result in us
excluding many lives from the moral consideration that they
deserve. When non-human subjects are erroneously treated as
objects, they become a standing reserve of resources waiting to
be mined for our short-term needs. And, consequently, we see
no reason to be accountable to them.
In Native American languages, non-human beings are anything but background props: trees are people and plants are
caretakers. The Honorable Harvest ensures our accountability to them. Accountability, in this context, does not mean renouncing our right to consume or use anything from the natural world; after all, to be human is to depend on other lives.
However, it does mean that we ought to engage with non-human beings in a respectful and sustainable way.
Yet, most of us don’t live off of the land, and our lifestyles
preclude us from making these kinds of moral decisions on a
day-to-day basis. With the turn of a tap, we have water. With
the tap of a card, we have food. So, what can we do to live by the
principles of the Honorable Harvest in this age of immediacy, as
strangers to our natural world?

DON’T SUPPLY THE DEMAND
FOR SINGLE-USE PLASTICS
Each one of us is responsible for
generating demand for the products that our stores stock. Ideally, if every consumer stopped using single-use plastics, manufacturers wouldn’t continue making them.
Focus on one thing for which you won’t supply the demand.
A good choice is single-use plastics, as it’s relatively easy to get
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by without using them and there are already movements to ban
them in Canada.4 The biggest problem with plastic is that it’s
too convenient: it’s cheap to make, it takes a long time to degrade, and it’s versatile. But plastic is expensive to recycle, and
it’s hard to re-create it in its original material integrity. Companies are still trying to figure out ways to recycle mass quantities
of plastic in an economical, energy-efficient way. The bottom
line is that companies need to stop producing plastic and we
need to get rid of the plastic that’s already made its way into our
lakes and oceans.
If you need to, buy items packaged in or made with recycled plastic. Do your part as a citizen and sign petitions to get
our government to meet their targets for eliminating single-use
plastics. Lastly, don’t forget about old-fashioned garbage pickup
days. Arranging community clean-ups is an easy thing to do
(even with social distancing measures in place) and it can help
cleanse your conscience, too.

patented “mushroom materials” that function as building materials and thermal insulation. So far, they’ve seen great success.6
The field of mycology is relatively new, yet it has come up
with many ground-breaking solutions to modern problems.
The movement has been led largely by citizen scientists, people
exploring their own backyards, identifying and studying fungal species, or experimenting with fermentation. What’s in your
own backyard may seem old and mundane, until you realize
that there’s a whole world underground that you’ve forgotten
about. As mycologist Merlin Sheldrake says, “Radical mycological solutions are less about inventing than remembering.”7
In fact, living sustainably has only ever required us to start
with that simple step: remembering. Remember your own political power; remember to be grateful for nature’s bountiful gifts;
and remember to be mindful of your neighbours—whether
they’re humans, animals, plants, fungi, or rocks.

LEARN ABOUT FUNGI
They were here before us and they’ll likely be here long after us.
The vast majority of plants on Earth today rely on fungi for vital
minerals. In fact, a relationship with fungi is the very thing that
allowed plants to migrate onto land in the first place, when algae
and fungi paired up to form lichens.
For millions of years, fungi have been giving way to new
life by decomposing matter. Almost miraculously, fungi digest
just about any waste in their vicinity, including oil spills, cigarettes, and even some plastics.5 Some people have considered
fungi as a potential biotechnology for decontaminating Earth,
a process formally known as myco-remediation. Implementing
a myco-remediation strategy at a world-scale would likely be
met with some resistance. For one, it would require a large investment from the remediation sector, which is currently comfortable leaning on its old method of burning waste. In fact, this
sector may only transition to a myco-remediation strategy under legal pressure. It isn’t, however, an impossible future avenue.
One company, named Ecovative, is leading the way in diverting
human waste streams for fungal consumption. They also create

1
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a beekeeper to use the land until one day the site was simply
abandoned.
This is certainly a property with much to admire and a good
deal of history, but it also has a lot of work ahead to restore it to
a more native state. On the final leg of the hike, I may have intentionally snapped a few Buckthorn branches and whispered,
“I’ll be back soon with my Extractigator.” If these invasive trees
were intimidated, they didn’t show it.
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Birding: A Closer Look Pays Off!
by BARRY COOMBS

Juvenile Yellow-bellied Sapsucker
concealing its wing bar.
(Photo: Barry Coombs)

The rough location of the hidden
wing bar is shown here in white.
(Photo: Barry Coombs)

ON TUESDAY MORNING, October 13, 2020,
I joined Jackson Hudecki for an outing of
his Not Just A Birding Club. The NJABC is
a project of the Royal Botanical Gardens and
is designed to introduce novices to the joys
of birding. Jackson often invites me along to
assist with spotting and identifying birds.
Jackson elected to walk along Pinetum
Trail, but it took us a while to get there. The
orchard between the Nature Centre and
the Maintenance area was fairly birdy. As
NJABC participants are beginners, time is
always taken for good looks and discussion
of the sightings.
I was looking at a Ruby-crowned Kinglet
when I noticed movement on the trunk of
a crabapple tree a little further away. It was
immediately apparent that the bird was a
woodpecker as it tapped on the trunk. As I
tried to focus through the lattice of branches, I felt a brief tremor of excitement. I took
a quick circular trot to the far side of the tree
where the sun was behind my back. My Canon 50X Powershot sprang into action and I
was on my knees in the damp grass attempting to focus on the bird through the intervening branches without flushing it.
It looked like a juvenile Yellow-bellied
Sapsucker but it completely lacked the vertical white wing patch. This was a new experience for me. What could it be? The only
juvenile North American sapsucker without
the wing patch is Williamson’s Sapsucker.
There’d been fairly steady south and southwest winds recently. Could it be? Well, a
birder can dream, but Occam’s Razor (the
principle that the simpler solution is more
likely to be correct) strongly suggested the
unlikelihood.
I processed my photos when I got home
and became convinced that the bird was a
juvenile Yellow-bellied Sapsucker. It was be-

ginning to develop a red cap (there goes the
Williamson’s dream) but showed no red on
the throat. A young female, I thought. Why,
though, wasn’t it showing its prominent white
stripe? I sent a photo to a few experienced
birders and none had seen the like of it. My
next step was to post it on the Ontario Birds
Facebook page. I quickly received a response
from Lev Frid.
Lev needs no introduction to most of the
Ontario birding community. He’s an expert
birder and all-around naturalist. Currently,
he leads tours for the Rockjumper Worldwide Birding Adventures. I first met Lev at
Tandayapa Lodge in Ecuador in December
of 2011. He seemed very young at the time
but I was extremely impressed with his maturity, knowledge, and generosity.
Lev took the time to do some online research and found a few photographic examples of Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers without visible wing patches. Were they aberrant in some
way? His closer look revealed the reason.
Lev wrote, “If you look at the bird’s primaries and follow them up, the bird actually had a portion of its wing tucked into the
feathers on its side (the primaries seem to
just disappear). The white patch is on the
leading edge of the wing, so it is obscured by
the side feathers. Perhaps it was cold and the
bird fluffed out more than usual.”
The whole experience was a good birding
lesson. Lev took a closer look than I had and
it paid off! However uncommon, a sapsucker
will sometimes hold its wings in such a manner, completely unaware that it has just accelerated the heart rate of a human observer.

Read more of Barry Coombs’ birding insights
and adventures at:
experiencedintermediatebirder.wordpress.com
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The Throwback | 1960

Harry Williams (left) and Elaine Kennedy (right)
take a closer look at items collected
on the trail at Rondeau Provincial Park.
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What Bird Do You Most
Want to See During Spring
Migration This Year?
Let us know the bird you’re hoping to see and
why, and we’ll publish it in the March issue!
Send submissions or questions to
woodduck@hamiltonnature.org

RAY HENNESSY ON UNSPLASH

Deadline: February 1, 2021
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